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LONDON ICE MARKET

Posición último dif alto bajo cierre Posición último dif alto bajo cierre

SEP20 1507 2 1507 1501 1505 SEP20 129,65 -3,15 131,40 130,40 129,65

NOV20 1415 -1 1419 1409 1416 DEC20 128,25 -0,60 128,65 127,70 128,85

JAN21 1427 -1 1430 1422 1428 MAR21 128,95 -0,70 129,40 128,60 129,65

MAR21 1441 0 1442 1435 1441 MAY21 129,80 -0,65 130,25 129,45 130,45

NEW YORK ICE MARKET
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NUEVA YORKLONDRES

London ICE:

Support: 1380 & 1320-1280
Resistances: 1425, 1470-1480

New York ICE:

Supports: 127,50, 125,50, 121,00 & 112,00-110,75
Resistances: 132,25 & 148,00-149,00
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last high low

1,1834 1,18402 1,18007

This report is a marketing communication and has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research; and is not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of 

investment research.

The information in this report is provided solely for informational purposes and should not be regarded as a recommendation to buy, sell or otherwise deal in any particular investment. Private customers should not invest in these products unless they 

are satisfied that the products are suitable for them and have sought professional advice. All information in this report is obtained from sources believed to be reliable and we make no representation as to its completeness or accuracy. The information 

may have been acted upon by us for our own purposes and has not been procured for the exclusive benefit of customers.
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OTHERS

DEMAND / INDUSTRY

ADDITIONAL COMMENTS

€/US$ rate

EUR/USD Euro/US Dollar

BRAZIL

VIETNAM

CENTRAL AMERICA / COLOMBIA

QUOTATION EURO / US DOLLAR

The U.S. labor-market rebound extended for a fourth month in August, offering hope that the economy can continue to recover despite a persistent pandemic

and Washington’s standoff over further government aid to jobless Americans and small businesses. Nonfarm payrolls increased by 1.37 million, including the
hiring of 238,000 temporary Census workers, according to a Labor Department report Friday. The unemployment rate fell by more than expected, by almost 2

percentage points, to 8.4%. The dollar and yields on 10-year Treasuries rose after the report, while U.S. stock futures reversed losses.

Time for intense reception of coffee in the warehouses, however, there is lack of space in the general warehouses of Zona da Mata in MG, which are at

maximum capacity.

Great challenges in international logistics with the lack of containers and space on vessels that affects all destinations and ship-owners. Getting shipping
instructions in advance is now essential for avoiding delays of shipment.

Harvest of Arabica almost done, with farmers in many areas lifting the coffee from the ground (varrição). There was also good flowering around 30/35% out of
total potential, with a lot of pinheads ready to open and with the rains till end of September or beginning of October that will bring the second and main

flowering. The weather continues dry, but till now everything is fine and rains will be more important and need on the second half of the month.

Anyway, according to other sources, like Somar, some municipalities in the South of Minas face the worst drought since 2014, with some trees suffering from
defoliation. Younger trees with no irrigation have been suffering more, according to consultancy firm RR Consultoria Rural.

Dry and warm weather is forecast for the first half of September across the Brazil Coffee Belt, with areas North of Espirito Santo and areas South of Bahia are
forecast to receive isolated rains towards the end of the month.

The price of the Brazilian currency fluctuated during the week, with a minimum of 5.2525 and a maximum of 5.4980. Local politician influenced positively the FX
and we saw Real gaining pace. For the moment, R$5,25 seems to be the support specially with the international pessimism – This week, the President of the

United States, Donald Trump points to a worsening relationship with China, and the US presidential elections in November approach it is also bringing volatility.

Sales including current & new crop continued to be stagnant as a result of lower end-of-season stock when farmers already sold out most of their coffees, ready

for new crop expected to arrive by next month but coffee beans can be only available end of November if weather permits. New crop is forecast with a crop loss
of 10%.

As per Plant Protection Department, the body who issued Phytosanitary Certificates, Vietnam exported 87,772 tons of coffee in Aug. Data from the Customs
shall be released shortly. Weather conditions continued favourable for the new crop.

The National Coffee Growers Federation in Colombia have reported that the country’s coffee production for the month of August was 28,000 bags or 2.50%

lower than the same month last year, at a total of 1,091,000 bags. This has contributed to the countries cumulative production for the first eleven months of the
present October 2019 to September 2020 coffee year to be 327,000 bags or 2.56% higher than the same period in the previous coffee year, at a total of

13,105,000 bags.

The National Coffee Growers Federation in Colombia have also reported that the country’s coffee exports for the month of August were 100,000 bags or 8.21%

lower than the same month last year, at a total of 1,118,000 bags. This has contributed to the country’s cumulative coffee exports for the first eleven months of
the present October 2019 to September 2020 coffee year to be 904,000 bags or 7.39% lower than the same period in the previous coffee year, at a total of

11,336,000 bags. These exports numbers are similarly reported, to have registered a decline due to restrictions put in place as part of the nationwide efforts to
contain the spread of the Covid-19 virus.

Between January and August 2020 Peru exported 101,391 tons of coffee worth US$ 295.5 million. These figures reveal an increase from 97,880 tons exported in
the same period of 2019, then worth US$ 261.5 million.

India - As per the recent notification from Government of India, export incentive under Merchant Exports from India Scheme (MEIS) will be discontinued from

1st Jan 2021. New crop quotations remained stable. Monsoon Rains continue in the coffee regions at reduced intensity.

The continued draw down of certified stocks will be adding support, with the stockpile declining by a further 28,081 bags last night, leaving us with

1,152,058 bags in exchange approved warehouses. The majority of the drawdown continues to be of Honduran origin, with a total of 321,504 bags withdrawn
since 1st August, representing a 25.5% decline M/M. Chatter continues on the possible certification of semi washed Brazilian Arabica.

Costa Coffee announced they are closing more stores in mainland China by January following adjustments to retail strategy. They have closed already around
40 stores (a tenth of its presence in China) since last month amid falling demand and stiff competition.

Despite the coronavirus out bread, South Korea increased its coffee imports of coffee by more than 5% during the first seven months of 2020. The Asian

country imported a record 90,355 tons of coffee in the January-July period, up 5.37% on year, according to statistics from the Korea Customs Service. Imports
hit a record 150,185 tons last year, and full-year imports for 2020 are widely expected to set a new record. With coffee consumption rising in South Korea, the

number of coffee shops has been rising rapidly. Coffee shops in the country numbered 66,231 in 2018, up from 51,551 two years earlier, according to separate
data from the Ministry of Agriculture, Food and Rural Affairs.

A batch of Brazilian Arabica coffee has been certified to be ready for delivery on the ICE exchange, reinforcing bets that increasing coffee availability at the

world's largest producer will soon begin to ease supply concerns and weigh on future prices. Certified stocks of arabica in ICE warehouses are currently at
minimum levels for 20 years, and an influx of Brazilian beans could provide a significant boost, although it is still unclear whether Brazil's coffee will be able to

pass the stock exchange's strict quality controls in significant quantities.
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